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Introductions Introductions 

Castel Research Inc.Castel Research Inc.
•• Complex System ExpertsComplex System Experts

•• Automatic code generation from Automatic code generation from 

high level system modelshigh level system models

•• Leverage large base of Leverage large base of 

Matlab/Simulink users to Matlab/Simulink users to 

develop applications for develop applications for 

massively parallel platforms massively parallel platforms 

•• Integrated solutionsIntegrated solutions

Applied Dynamics Intl.Applied Dynamics Intl.
•• RealReal--time Simulation Expertisetime Simulation Expertise

•• Tools & Total SystemsTools & Total Systems

•• Supporting Programs in:Supporting Programs in:
Aerospace, Defense, Automotive, Land Aerospace, Defense, Automotive, Land 

Vehicles, Power GenerationVehicles, Power Generation

•• Founded 1957Founded 1957
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•• Integrated solutionsIntegrated solutions
ZeroZero--defect process, hardware design, defect process, hardware design, 

verification and realverification and real--time simulationtime simulation

•• Complex System applicationsComplex System applications
Aerospace/Defense, Automotive and Aerospace/Defense, Automotive and 

CleanTech Power SystemsCleanTech Power Systems



AgendaAgenda

•• IntroductionsIntroductions

•• ObjectivesObjectives

•• General ArchitecturesGeneral Architectures

•• Emerging Alternative ArchitecturesEmerging Alternative Architectures

•• RealReal--time Integration Algorithmstime Integration Algorithms

•• MultiMulti--rate Simulationrate Simulation
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•• MultiMulti--rate Simulationrate Simulation

•• HIL Interface CharacteristicsHIL Interface Characteristics

•• Time SynchronizationTime Synchronization

•• Some HighSome High--Performance Architectures for HILPerformance Architectures for HIL

•• Summary & Strategy for the FutureSummary & Strategy for the Future



ObjectivesObjectives

•• Overview of HIL requirementsOverview of HIL requirements

•• Available HIL simulator architecturesAvailable HIL simulator architectures

•• More challenging HIL requirementsMore challenging HIL requirements

•• Strategies and architectures to address Strategies and architectures to address 

requirementsrequirements
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General HIL Architecture & RequirementsGeneral HIL Architecture & Requirements
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General HIL Architecture & RequirementsGeneral HIL Architecture & Requirements



Typical HIL ApplicationsTypical HIL Applications

•• HIL is an efficient, costHIL is an efficient, cost--effective method to effective method to 

develop and test dynamic systems with develop and test dynamic systems with 

embedded devices, control systems, avionicsembedded devices, control systems, avionics

•• Control System Development and TestControl System Development and Test
–– Jet Engine HIL Simulation for FADEC Testing Jet Engine HIL Simulation for FADEC Testing 

–– IronBird (flyIronBird (fly--byby--wire actuation)wire actuation)

–– AutomotiveAutomotive

•• Integration LabsIntegration Labs
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•• Integration LabsIntegration Labs
–– AircraftAircraft

–– Ground VehiclesGround Vehicles

–– “Satellite“Satellite--inin--aa--Box”Box”



Aircraft Integration Test FacilitiesAircraft Integration Test Facilities

•• Distributed ArchitectureDistributed Architecture
–– ModularModular

–– Parallel DevelopmentParallel Development

–– AccessibilityAccessibility
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Typical HIL ApplicationsTypical HIL Applications

•• Historically class of problems solved using HIL Historically class of problems solved using HIL 

simulation required ~1 ms framesimulation required ~1 ms frame--timetime
–– mechanical system with controls: missile, aircraft, automotivemechanical system with controls: missile, aircraft, automotive

–– CharacteristicallyCharacteristically

•• set of nonset of non--linear, scalar, differential equationslinear, scalar, differential equations

•• relatively small number of data samples per framerelatively small number of data samples per frame

•• often stiff systemsoften stiff systems

•• Previous 5Previous 5--10 years we’ve worked with 10 years we’ve worked with 
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•• Previous 5Previous 5--10 years we’ve worked with 10 years we’ve worked with 

applications requiring 100 µsecond range and applications requiring 100 µsecond range and 

≤10 µseconds≤10 µseconds



Higher Speed RealHigher Speed Real--time Requirementtime Requirement

•• Applications Requiring Higher Speed (on Applications Requiring Higher Speed (on 

the order of 1 µsecond)the order of 1 µsecond)

•• Power Systems Research and Development Power Systems Research and Development 
–– HybridHybrid--Electric VehiclesElectric Vehicles

–– More Electric Vehicles (Aircraft, Ship)More Electric Vehicles (Aircraft, Ship)

–– Smart Grid Smart Grid 

•• Optimize & Test Control Strategies Optimize & Test Control Strategies 
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•• Optimize & Test Control Strategies Optimize & Test Control Strategies 
–– Detailed Model of Energy sources: Solid Oxide Fuel Cell and LiDetailed Model of Energy sources: Solid Oxide Fuel Cell and Li--

Ion BatteryIon Battery

–– Electrical Component SimulationElectrical Component Simulation

•• High Speed DCHigh Speed DC--DC ConvertersDC Converters

•• High Speed ACHigh Speed AC--DC RectifiersDC Rectifiers

•• High Speed DCHigh Speed DC--AC InvertersAC Inverters

•• High Speed ACHigh Speed AC--AC Matrix ConvertersAC Matrix Converters



Simulation Frame Time ConstraintsSimulation Frame Time Constraints

•• Maximum integration stepMaximum integration step--size limited for size limited for 
accurate and stable simulationaccurate and stable simulation

–– Simulation model representing system with fast responseSimulation model representing system with fast response

–– Example 2Example 2ndnd order systems: 800 Hz vs 100 Hzorder systems: 800 Hz vs 100 Hz
10
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Simulation Frame Time ConstraintsSimulation Frame Time Constraints

•• Limited by sampling requirement Limited by sampling requirement 
–– switching used in electric motor control: PWM switching used in electric motor control: PWM 

frequencies are generally in the 10 to 20 KHz rangefrequencies are generally in the 10 to 20 KHz range

–– DC to AC inverterDC to AC inverter

•• degree of realism of the generated phase signals depends degree of realism of the generated phase signals depends 

on the ratio of the PWM frequency to the frequency of the on the ratio of the PWM frequency to the frequency of the 

phase signals; the higher this ratio, the betterphase signals; the higher this ratio, the better

•• Increasing the PWM frequency allows smaller components Increasing the PWM frequency allows smaller components 

such as inductors and capacitors to be used, thus saving such as inductors and capacitors to be used, thus saving 
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such as inductors and capacitors to be used, thus saving such as inductors and capacitors to be used, thus saving 

spacespace



HIL Requirements & ArchitectureHIL Requirements & Architecture

•• HIL RealHIL Real--time Requirementstime Requirements
–– determinism determinism 

–– low interrupt response timelow interrupt response time

–– highhigh--resolution clock resolution clock 

–– high performancehigh performance

–– low latency hardware interfacelow latency hardware interface

–– low latency process dispatchlow latency process dispatch
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System LoadSystem Load

•• Application codeApplication code

•• Sampling & Updating Sampling & Updating 

external hardwareexternal hardware

•• Communication with other Communication with other 

applicationsapplications

•• Communication interfaces Communication interfaces 

(MIL(MIL--STD 1553, ARINC, STD 1553, ARINC, 
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(MIL(MIL--STD 1553, ARINC, STD 1553, ARINC, 

CAN, Firewire, UDP, etc.)CAN, Firewire, UDP, etc.)

•• RTOS overheadRTOS overhead

•• Data Acquisition and Data Acquisition and 

StorageStorage

•• Operator inputOperator input



RTOS ConsiderationsRTOS Considerations

•• StrippedStripped--down Executivedown Executive
–– extremely low overheadextremely low overhead

–– may require expertise to support lowermay require expertise to support lower--priority threadspriority threads

•• POSIXPOSIX--compliantcompliant
–– supports operatorsupports operator--friendly utilitiesfriendly utilities

–– software maintenance based on large user communitysoftware maintenance based on large user community

–– overhead is measurable for highoverhead is measurable for high--performance applicationsperformance applications

•• Support and scheduling for multiple threadsSupport and scheduling for multiple threads
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•• Support and scheduling for multiple threadsSupport and scheduling for multiple threads



Other ConsiderationsOther Considerations

•• CostCost--effectiveeffective

•• PortabilityPortability

•• UpgradeabilityUpgradeability

•• Scaleable processing Scaleable processing 

•• Scaleable IOScaleable IO

•• Reconfigurable for different projectsReconfigurable for different projects
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•• Reconfigurable for different projectsReconfigurable for different projects

•• Cabling ease and accessibilityCabling ease and accessibility

•• Environmental ConditionsEnvironmental Conditions

•• Service lifeService life



RealReal--time Busestime Buses

•• Hardware interface boards supported via busHardware interface boards supported via bus
–– VME VME 

•• 40 MByte/s40 MByte/s

–– PCI, PCIPCI, PCI--X, cPCI, PXIX, cPCI, PXI

•• 133 MByte/s133 MByte/s

–– PCIPCI--EE

•• pointpoint--toto--pointpoint

•• 250 MByte/s to 16 GByte/s250 MByte/s to 16 GByte/s
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•• 250 MByte/s to 16 GByte/s250 MByte/s to 16 GByte/s

•• Published bus speeds are “burst” Published bus speeds are “burst” 

•• Realistically must be tempered withRealistically must be tempered with
–– interrupt latency interrupt latency 

–– bus arbitrationbus arbitration

–– software overheadsoftware overhead



Hardware Interface ConsiderationHardware Interface Consideration

•• Although highAlthough high--speed Data Acquisition (DAQ) speed Data Acquisition (DAQ) 

boards are available (50 Ms/second, 16 bit) boards are available (50 Ms/second, 16 bit) 

they often are not optimal for HIL simulation they often are not optimal for HIL simulation 

applicationsapplications

•• Problems for HIL applications:Problems for HIL applications:
–– latency due to pipelatency due to pipe--lininglining

–– setup to access data is timesetup to access data is time--consumingconsuming
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–– setup to access data is timesetup to access data is time--consumingconsuming

–– must read large amount of samples to get latest samplemust read large amount of samples to get latest sample



PCPC--Based SimulatorsBased Simulators

•• large consumer market drives the large consumer market drives the 

PC technology advancementsPC technology advancements

•• Clock speeds ~3GHzClock speeds ~3GHz

•• Optimized program execution: Optimized program execution: 

branches, etc.branches, etc.

•• Multiprocessor platforms with Multiprocessor platforms with 

highhigh--speed internal interconnect speed internal interconnect 

CostCost--effective with relatively high performanceeffective with relatively high performance
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•• Multiprocessor platforms with Multiprocessor platforms with 

highhigh--speed internal interconnect speed internal interconnect 

capability capability 

•• Common Operating systems: Common Operating systems: 
–– QNX Neutrino RTOSQNX Neutrino RTOS

–– enhanced realenhanced real--time Linux kerneltime Linux kernel

•• PC Buses: PCI, cPCI, PXI, PCIPC Buses: PCI, cPCI, PXI, PCI--EE



Distributed ArchitecturesDistributed Architectures

•• AdvantagesAdvantages

–– RemoteRemote

–– EfficiencyEfficiency

–– EconomyEconomy

–– Specific functionalitySpecific functionality

–– Divided as Physical SubsystemsDivided as Physical Subsystems

–– HorsepowerHorsepower

•• ImplementationImplementation
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•• ImplementationImplementation
–– VME bus shared memory VME bus shared memory 

–– Reflective memoryReflective memory

–– Ethernet UDP and TCPEthernet UDP and TCP

–– IEEEIEEE--13941394



Bottlenecks & OverheadBottlenecks & Overhead

•• Latency from hardware sample to computeLatency from hardware sample to compute
–– bus traffic bus traffic 

–– bus speedbus speed

–– hardware interface latencyhardware interface latency

–– time to setup external hardware accesstime to setup external hardware access

•• OverheadOverhead
–– RTOSRTOS

–– Synchronization with other processesSynchronization with other processes
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–– Synchronization with other processesSynchronization with other processes

–– low priority services low priority services 



Hardware Interface StrategiesHardware Interface Strategies

•• Direct Memory AccessDirect Memory Access

•• averaging and extrapolation techniquesaveraging and extrapolation techniques

•• pointpoint--toto--point buses (PCIpoint buses (PCI--E)E)

•• drivers optimized for realdrivers optimized for real--time simulation rather time simulation rather 

than DAQthan DAQ

•• Development of IO boards specific to HILDevelopment of IO boards specific to HIL
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•• Development of IO boards specific to HILDevelopment of IO boards specific to HIL



Execution StrategiesExecution Strategies

•• Distributed simulation on a multiDistributed simulation on a multi--core PCcore PC

–– offoff--load RTOS and operator interface to one processorload RTOS and operator interface to one processor

–– other processors are dedicated to application subsystemsother processors are dedicated to application subsystems

–– shared clockshared clock

–– shared memoryshared memory

–– each core has direct access to PC buseach core has direct access to PC bus
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–– each core has direct access to PC buseach core has direct access to PC bus

Faster SubsystemsFaster Subsystems

with IO accesswith IO access

CPU1CPU1

QNX RTOSQNX RTOS
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Slower I/OSlower I/O

Operator SupportOperator Support

Slower Subsystems Slower Subsystems 
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Emerging Alternative TechnologiesEmerging Alternative Technologies
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Emerging Alternative TechnologiesEmerging Alternative Technologies



What you will learnWhat you will learn

•• Why we need to consider itWhy we need to consider it

•• What are the main competing technologiesWhat are the main competing technologies

•• High level view of their internal architecturesHigh level view of their internal architectures
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•• Programming modelsProgramming models

•• Comparison of some key metricsComparison of some key metrics



MotivationMotivation

•• Problem: end of uniprocessorsProblem: end of uniprocessors
–– We have hit the Brick Wall : Power Wall + Memory Wall + ILP WallWe have hit the Brick Wall : Power Wall + Memory Wall + ILP Wall

–– No more clock frequency increase: New “Moore‟s Law” is 2X “cores” No more clock frequency increase: New “Moore‟s Law” is 2X “cores” 

per chip every technology generationper chip every technology generation

•• But applications are becoming bigger and more complex But applications are becoming bigger and more complex 

everydayeveryday
–– Multi physics and multi domain simulationMulti physics and multi domain simulation

–– AllAll--electrical ships, aircrafts, vehicles, etc.electrical ships, aircrafts, vehicles, etc.
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–– AllAll--electrical ships, aircrafts, vehicles, etc.electrical ships, aircrafts, vehicles, etc.

–– Low latency and ultra high speed HIL realLow latency and ultra high speed HIL real--time simulation includingtime simulation including

•• High speed power convertersHigh speed power converters

•• High speed controllersHigh speed controllers

•• Requires timestep below 1usRequires timestep below 1us

•• Challenge: Challenge: Multicore CPUs alleviates some problems for Multicore CPUs alleviates some problems for 

now, but the main question is how to scale to massively now, but the main question is how to scale to massively 

parallel processingparallel processing



Emerging ArchitecturesEmerging Architectures

•• GPGPU GPGPU -- General Purpose Graphics Processing UnitGeneral Purpose Graphics Processing Unit

–– designed to accelerate graphics applicationsdesigned to accelerate graphics applications

–– highly parallel processors capable of 100’s of Gflops/sechighly parallel processors capable of 100’s of Gflops/sec

–– Mature technologyMature technology drivendriven by strong by strong in the PC gaming market in the PC gaming market 

–– Three main vendors: Nvidia, AMD/ATI and IntelThree main vendors: Nvidia, AMD/ATI and Intel

•• Cell/BE ProcessorCell/BE Processor
–– Includes one Power PC and 8 RISC processorsIncludes one Power PC and 8 RISC processors
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–– Includes one Power PC and 8 RISC processorsIncludes one Power PC and 8 RISC processors

–– IBM Cell Processor is used in video games. Ex.: PS3IBM Cell Processor is used in video games. Ex.: PS3

–– Developed by: SCEI/Sony, Toshiba and IBMDeveloped by: SCEI/Sony, Toshiba and IBM

–– Next generation: 2 PPCs and 16 processors @3.2 GHzNext generation: 2 PPCs and 16 processors @3.2 GHz

•• FPGA FPGA -- Field Programmable Gate ArraysField Programmable Gate Arrays

–– Widely used in high speed image and signal processingWidely used in high speed image and signal processing

–– Two main vendors: Xilinx and AlteraTwo main vendors: Xilinx and Altera



GPGPUGPGPU

•• Difference between CPUs and GPGPUsDifference between CPUs and GPGPUs

•• CPUs CPUs 
–– are “smarter” but are “narrow” in are “smarter” but are “narrow” in 

data processing elementsdata processing elements

–– Its control unit are capable of Its control unit are capable of 

realizing many functions realizing many functions -- very very 

versatileversatile

–– Achieve moderate level of Achieve moderate level of 

parallelism through multiparallelism through multi--corecore
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parallelism through multiparallelism through multi--corecore

•• GPGPUsGPGPUs
–– devote many more transistors to devote many more transistors to 

data processingdata processing

–– Capable of massively parallel Capable of massively parallel 

processingprocessing

–– Efficient implementation of the data Efficient implementation of the data 

streaming paradigmstreaming paradigm

Massively

Parallel



GPGPUGPGPU

•• Example: NVIDIA Example: NVIDIA 8800 GTX8800 GTX
•• Many processors together Many processors together 

with no cache coherencywith no cache coherency

•• 256 kb cache used by 128 256 kb cache used by 128 

processorsprocessors
–– M = 8 processorsM = 8 processors

–– N = 16 multiprocessorsN = 16 multiprocessors

•• 8192 reg/multiprocessor8192 reg/multiprocessor

•• Constant and texture Constant and texture 

memories : 8 KB per memories : 8 KB per 

Multiprocessor #2

Multiprocessor #1

Processor Processor Processor 
Instruction 

Registers Registers Registers

Multiprocessor #N

Device

Shared Memory
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memories : 8 KB per memories : 8 KB per 

multiprocessor (each)multiprocessor (each)

•• Peak processing: ~300 GF/sPeak processing: ~300 GF/s

•• GPGPU peak data transferGPGPU peak data transfer
–– To Internal memory : ~530 Gb/sTo Internal memory : ~530 Gb/s

–– To CPU: ~80 Gb/s (PCIe bus)To CPU: ~80 Gb/s (PCIe bus)

•• External memory peak External memory peak 

transfer ratetransfer rate
–– CPU to memory (DDR2 800 CPU to memory (DDR2 800 -- PC PC 

6400): ~60 Gb/s6400): ~60 Gb/s

Constant Cache

Processor 

#1

Processor 

#2

Processor 

#M
Unit

Texture Cache

Device Memory



GPGPUGPGPU

•• Main solutionsMain solutions
–– NVIDIANVIDIA

•• GeForce (gaming/movie playback), Quadro (professional graphics) ans GeForce (gaming/movie playback), Quadro (professional graphics) ans 
Tesla (HPC)Tesla (HPC)

–– AMD/ATIAMD/ATI

•• Radeon (gaming/movie playback) and FireStream (HPC)Radeon (gaming/movie playback) and FireStream (HPC)

–– IntelIntel

•• Larabee (HPC/gaming)Larabee (HPC/gaming)
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•• Larabee (HPC/gaming)Larabee (HPC/gaming)

•• Polaris research project Polaris research project -- above 1TFlop/sec (next generation)above 1TFlop/sec (next generation)

•• Example of programming languagesExample of programming languages
–– Platform specific: NVIDIA’s CUDA and CTM from AMD/ATIPlatform specific: NVIDIA’s CUDA and CTM from AMD/ATI

–– CommercialCommercial

•• RapidMindRapidMind

•• PeakStreamPeakStream

–– StandardsStandards

•• OpenCL and OpenGLOpenCL and OpenGL



Cell/BECell/BE

•• 1 Power Processing Element 1 Power Processing Element 

(PPE)(PPE)
–– power processing unit (PXU) power processing unit (PXU) -- generalgeneral--

purpose 64purpose 64--bit RISC processor bit RISC processor 

(PowerPC)(PowerPC)

–– two way hardware multithreadingtwo way hardware multithreading

–– onon--chip L1/L2 cachechip L1/L2 cache

–– 512 KB L2 cache512 KB L2 cache

–– 32 KB L1 instruction cache32 KB L1 instruction cache

•• High level internal architecture High level internal architecture 
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–– 32 KB L1 instruction cache32 KB L1 instruction cache

–– 32 KB L1 data cache32 KB L1 data cache

•• 8 Synergistic Processor Elements 8 Synergistic Processor Elements 

(SPEs)(SPEs)
–– synergistic processor unit (SXU) synergistic processor unit (SXU) --

specialspecial--purpose processorpurpose processor

–– 128128--bit SIMDbit SIMD

–– Local Store (LS) Local Store (LS) -- 256 KB local Memory256 KB local Memory

–– Direct Memory Access Engine (SMF) Direct Memory Access Engine (SMF) --

(250 Gb/s)(250 Gb/s)

•• Interconnected with the Element Interconnected with the Element 

Interconnect Bus (EIB)Interconnect Bus (EIB)



CellBECellBE

•• 2nd Generation : IBM PowerXCell 8i (2008)2nd Generation : IBM PowerXCell 8i (2008)
–– 9 cores, 10 threads9 cores, 10 threads

–– ~230 GFlops peak (SP) @3.2GHz~230 GFlops peak (SP) @3.2GHz

–– ~110 GFlops peak (DP) @3.2GHz~110 GFlops peak (DP) @3.2GHz

–– Up to 250 Gb/s memory bandwidthUp to 250 Gb/s memory bandwidth

–– Up to 750 Gb/s I/O bandwidthUp to 750 Gb/s I/O bandwidth

–– Top frequency > 4GHz (observed in lab)Top frequency > 4GHz (observed in lab)
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FPGAFPGA

•• Basic FPGA architectureBasic FPGA architecture

I/O Blocks 

(IOBs)

I/O Blocks 

(IOBs)

•• FPGAs FPGAs 
–– Are semiconductor device consisting of programmable logic components and Are semiconductor device consisting of programmable logic components and 

programmable interconnectsprogrammable interconnects

–– Allow programmers to hardcode a specific algorithm without incurring the Allow programmers to hardcode a specific algorithm without incurring the 

overheads of instructionoverheads of instruction--style programmingstyle programming

CLB Slice 0

LUTLUT CarryCarry D Q
CE

PRE
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Configurable

Logic Blocks 

(CLBs)

Configurable

Logic Blocks 

(CLBs)

Clock Management 

(DCMs, BUFGMUXes)

Clock Management 

(DCMs, BUFGMUXes)

Block 

SelectRAM™

resource

Block 

SelectRAM™

resource

Dedicated 

multipliers

Dedicated 

multipliers

Programmable 

interconnect

Programmable 

interconnect

Each CLB includes 4 slices

LUTLUT CarryCarry

LUTLUT CarryCarry
CE

CLR

D
QCE

PRE

CLR



FPGAFPGA

•• General internal architectureGeneral internal architecture

•• Modern FPGAs can run at 600 Modern FPGAs can run at 600 

MHz and can include:MHz and can include:
–– RAM and ROM memoriesRAM and ROM memories

–– Multipliers and accumulatorsMultipliers and accumulators

–– High speed serial transceiversHigh speed serial transceivers

–– Lots of glue logic and lookup tablesLots of glue logic and lookup tables

–– Lots of registersLots of registers

–– Better yet: they are reprogrammableBetter yet: they are reprogrammable

•• A VirtexA Virtex--6 LXT FPGAs include:6 LXT FPGAs include:
–– 600 MHz switch Matrix600 MHz switch Matrix

–– Up to 720 36Kbit Block RAM @600MHzUp to 720 36Kbit Block RAM @600MHz

–– Up to 864 25x18 multipliers, 48Up to 864 25x18 multipliers, 48--bit bit 

adder, and 48adder, and 48--bit accumulatorbit accumulator

–– up to 36 lowup to 36 low--power GTX 6.5 Gb/s serial power GTX 6.5 Gb/s serial 

transceiverstransceivers

–– Up to 2 interface blocks for PCIeUp to 2 interface blocks for PCIe
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DeviceDevice

Fixed pointFixed point

Oper/s (1)Oper/s (1)

GF/sGF/s

(SFP)(SFP)

(2)/(3)(2)/(3)

GF/sGF/s

(DFP)(DFP)

(2)/(3)(2)/(3)

Max. IO Max. IO 

transfertransfer

(Gb/s) (4)(Gb/s) (4)

NumberNumber

Of FFPsOf FFPs

(Millions)(Millions)

Maximum Maximum 

BlockRAMBlockRAM

(kb)(kb)

XC6VLX75TXC6VLX75T 345345 172/56172/56 20/1320/13 7878 11.611.6 5,6165,616

XC6VLX240TXC6VLX240T 922922 462/150462/150 54/3554/35 156156 37.737.7 14,97614,976

XC6VSX475TXC6VSX475T 24202420 924/300924/300 108/78108/78 234234 74.474.4 38,30438,304

(1) (1) -- One multiply and one accumulate of 25x18 bits @600 MHzOne multiply and one accumulate of 25x18 bits @600 MHz

(2)/(3) (2)/(3) –– means peak / sustainable based on means peak / sustainable based on FloatingFloating--Point Operator v5.0Point Operator v5.0

(4) (4) –– estimation based on using only GTX 6.5 Gb/s transceiversestimation based on using only GTX 6.5 Gb/s transceivers



FPGAFPGA

•• SpecificsSpecifics
–– have a long history in embedded processing and specialized computinghave a long history in embedded processing and specialized computing
–– are generally slower than custom ASICs (“Applicationare generally slower than custom ASICs (“Application--Specific Integrated Specific Integrated 

Circuit”) and can only implement designs of moderate complexityCircuit”) and can only implement designs of moderate complexity
–– On the other hand, custom On the other hand, custom ASICs are not programmable and their development ASICs are not programmable and their development 

cycle is much longer and expensivecycle is much longer and expensive
–– are very good at implementingare very good at implementing

•• small integer and floatingsmall integer and floating--point calculations with a small number of bitspoint calculations with a small number of bits

•• Control logicControl logic

•• Programming languagesProgramming languages
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•• Programming languagesProgramming languages
–– VHDL and VerilogVHDL and Verilog

•• Allow to generate very efficient implementationsAllow to generate very efficient implementations

•• But not what the HPC community is used to usingBut not what the HPC community is used to using
–– CC--like languageslike languages

•• Conventional wisdom: the closer to standard C that the solution is, the worse the resulting Conventional wisdom: the closer to standard C that the solution is, the worse the resulting 
application performsapplication performs

•• Ex.: Celoxica’s Handel C, Mitrionics’s MitrionEx.: Celoxica’s Handel C, Mitrionics’s Mitrion--C and C and Impulse C from Impulse TechnologiesImpulse C from Impulse Technologies
–– Higher level of abstraction toolsHigher level of abstraction tools

•• Signal processing: Xilinx’s System Generator and Altera’s DSP BuilderSignal processing: Xilinx’s System Generator and Altera’s DSP Builder

•• Controller: Mathworks HDL CoderController: Mathworks HDL Coder

•• LiquidWave from Castel ResearchLiquidWave from Castel Research



Comparison metricsComparison metrics

•• PROGRAMMING PROGRAMMING -- clear tradeoff between clear tradeoff between 

performance and programming effort [2]performance and programming effort [2]

CC SIMDSIMD

CC

Hand Hand 

CodingCoding

Parallel Parallel 

(8 SPEs)(8 SPEs)

Lines of codeLines of code 3333 110110 371371 546546

Design TimeDesign Time MinuteMinute HourHour HourHour --

Coding TimeCoding Time MinuteMinute HourHour DayDay --

•• Example: Time domain FIR filter Example: Time domain FIR filter 
•• This example runs in a IBM Cell/BE This example runs in a IBM Cell/BE 
processorprocessor
•• But similar numbers apply to the But similar numbers apply to the 
other two technologies as wellother two technologies as well
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Coding TimeCoding Time MinuteMinute HourHour DayDay --

Debug TimeDebug Time MinuteMinute MinuteMinute DayDay --

Performance Performance 

EfficiencyEfficiency

(1 SPE)(1 SPE)

0.0140.014 0.270.27 0.880.88 0.820.82

GFLOPS @ GFLOPS @ 

2.4 GHz2.4 GHz

0.270.27 5.25.2 1717 126126

Data for Data for Mercury Cell Processor System (@ 2.4 GHz)Mercury Cell Processor System (@ 2.4 GHz)

1 Cell Processor: ~1 Cell Processor: ~150 GF/s max (single precision)150 GF/s max (single precision)

~15 GF/s max (double precision)~15 GF/s max (double precision)

•• CONCLUSIONS:CONCLUSIONS:

1) Brick walls 1) Brick walls –– no more faster no more faster 
processors for larger and more processors for larger and more 
complex applicationscomplex applications
2) Challenge 2) Challenge -- how to program how to program 
massively parallel hardware without massively parallel hardware without 
sacrificing performance too muchsacrificing performance too much
3) Highly optimized libraries are 3) Highly optimized libraries are 
helpful, but what if the computation helpful, but what if the computation 
you want is not in the library?you want is not in the library?



SummarySummary

•• Each type is good for specific types of Each type is good for specific types of 
applicationsapplications
–– CPUs (single and multiCPUs (single and multi--core)core)

•• are very versatile, are very versatile, “smart” but “narrow” in processing elements“smart” but “narrow” in processing elements

•• It is not clear how to scale to massively parallel processingIt is not clear how to scale to massively parallel processing
–– GPGPUs and CellBEsGPGPUs and CellBEs

•• Scale well for massively parallel processingScale well for massively parallel processing

•• SIMD parallel data model and very rich in processing elementsSIMD parallel data model and very rich in processing elements

•• Performance has scaled faster than multicore CPUsPerformance has scaled faster than multicore CPUs
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•• Performance has scaled faster than multicore CPUsPerformance has scaled faster than multicore CPUs

•• $/W and GF/W is much higher than CPUs$/W and GF/W is much higher than CPUs

•• Very good at: graphics, 32Very good at: graphics, 32--bit floatingbit floating--pointpoint
–– FPGAsFPGAs

•• Scale well for massively parallel processingScale well for massively parallel processing

•• Very good at: embedded applications, controllers, signal preVery good at: embedded applications, controllers, signal pre--processing, processing, 
digital filter, etc.digital filter, etc.

•• Are used in HIL for sampling and preAre used in HIL for sampling and pre--processing of fast signalsprocessing of fast signals

•• Very low W/GF but very high $/GFVery low W/GF but very high $/GF

•• Very good at integer and applications that require a small number of bitsVery good at integer and applications that require a small number of bits



Integration AlgorithmsIntegration Algorithms
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Integration AlgorithmsIntegration Algorithms



Discretization MethodsDiscretization Methods

•• Numerical IntegrationNumerical Integration
–– Forward rectangular (Euler)Forward rectangular (Euler)
–– Backward rectangular (Implicit Euler)Backward rectangular (Implicit Euler)
–– Trapezoidal (Tustin or Bilinear) with prewarpingTrapezoidal (Tustin or Bilinear) with prewarping

•• ZeroZero--pole mappingpole mapping

•• Hold equivalenceHold equivalence
–– ZOHZOH
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–– FOHFOH



In General UseIn General Use

•• Typically simulation packages used to model the Typically simulation packages used to model the 

application (Simulink, ACSL, SystemBuild, application (Simulink, ACSL, SystemBuild, 

Dymola, etc.)Dymola, etc.)

•• The application can be implemented in the The application can be implemented in the 

continuous domain and one of a number of continuous domain and one of a number of 

integration algorithms can be selected for its integration algorithms can be selected for its 

solution solution 
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solution solution 

•• Methods such as:Methods such as:
–– Euler (1Euler (1stst order)order)
–– Heun or RungeHeun or Runge--Kutta (2Kutta (2ndnd order)order)
–– Predictor algorithms: Adams Bashforth (2Predictor algorithms: Adams Bashforth (2ndnd, 3, 3rdrd, and 4, and 4thth order)order)
–– Predictor corrector algorithms: AdamsPredictor corrector algorithms: Adams--MoultonMoulton
–– RungeRunge--Kutta (4Kutta (4thth order)order)



Solver ConsiderationsSolver Considerations

•• Explicit vs ImplicitExplicit vs Implicit
–– iterative method to solve implicit algorithm not typically used for iterative method to solve implicit algorithm not typically used for 

fixedfixed--step realstep real--time integrationtime integration
–– if derivatives depend on hardware inputs and require implicit solution if derivatives depend on hardware inputs and require implicit solution 

the hardware input must be approximated for the next timethe hardware input must be approximated for the next time--stepstep
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Solver ConsiderationsSolver Considerations

•• Single step vs MultiSingle step vs Multi--passpass

•• Algorithm Order Algorithm Order 

YYk+1k+1 = Y= Ykk + T * F(Y+ T * F(Ykk,U,Ukk))Euler:Euler:

YYk+1k+1 = Y= Ykk + 0.5 * T * [3 * F(Y+ 0.5 * T * [3 * F(Ykk, U, Ukk) ) –– F(YF(Ykk--11, U, Ukk--11)])]AB2:AB2:

DefinitionsDefinitions
state: Y state: Y 
input: Uinput: U
integration stepintegration step--size: T size: T 
nonlinear differential equation: F(Y, U)nonlinear differential equation: F(Y, U)
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ŶŶk+1k+1 = Y= Ykk + T * F(Y+ T * F(Ykk, U, Ukk)                        )                        
YYk+1k+1 = Y= Ykk + T * [F(Y+ T * [F(Ykk, U, Ukk) + F(Ŷ) + F(Ŷk+1k+1, U, Uk+1k+1)])]

RK2:RK2:

RKRT2:RKRT2: ŶŶk+1/2k+1/2 = Y= Ykk + 0.5 * T * F(Y+ 0.5 * T * F(Ykk, U, Ukk))
YYk+1k+1 = Y= Ykk + T * F(Ŷ+ T * F(Ŷk+1/2k+1/2, U, Uk+1/2k+1/2))

Howe, R.M., “Dynamics of RealHowe, R.M., “Dynamics of Real--time Digital Simulation,” 1996, time Digital Simulation,” 1996, 
Applied Dynamics InternationalApplied Dynamics International



Solver ConsiderationsSolver Considerations

HigherHigher--order algorithm may allow larger order algorithm may allow larger 
integration stepintegration step--size given increased accuracysize given increased accuracy

Compares AdamsCompares Adams--Moulton 2Moulton 2ndnd order to Eulerorder to Euler
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UUkkExpected 

Inputs

time

Outputs

UUk+1k+1

khkh (k+1)h(k+1)h

YYk+1k+1YYkk

Euler MethodEuler Method

UUkkExpected 

Inputs

time

UUk+1k+1

khkh (k+1/2)h(k+1/2)h (k+1)h(k+1)h
RK2 MethodRK2 Method

Compatibility with RealCompatibility with Real--time Samplestime Samples

YYk+1k+1 = Y= Ykk + T * F(Y+ T * F(Ykk,U,Ukk))

YYk+1k+1 = Y= Ykk+0.5*T *[3*F(Y+0.5*T *[3*F(Ykk, U, Ukk) ) –– F(YF(Ykk--11, U, Ukk--11)])]

UUk+1k+1not available yet!

ŶŶ = Y= Y + T * F(Y+ T * F(Y , U, U )                        )                        

AB2 MethodAB2 Method
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time

Outputs

khkh (k+1/2)h(k+1/2)h

YYk+1k+1ŶŶk+1k+1YYkk

RKRT2 MethodRKRT2 MethodUUkkExpected 

Inputs

time

Outputs

khkh (k+1/2)h(k+1/2)h (k+1)h(k+1)h

YYk+1k+1YYkk

UUk+1k+1UUk+1/2k+1/2

ŶŶk+1k+1 = Y= Ykk + T * F(Y+ T * F(Ykk, U, Ukk)                        )                        
YYk+1k+1 = Y= Ykk + T * [F(Y+ T * [F(Ykk, U, Ukk) + F(Ŷ) + F(Ŷk+1k+1, , UUk+1k+1)])]

ŶŶk+1/2k+1/2 = Y= Ykk + 0.5 * T * F(Y+ 0.5 * T * F(Ykk, U, Ukk))
YYk+1k+1 = Y= Ykk + T * F(Ŷ+ T * F(Ŷk+1/2k+1/2, U, Uk+1/2k+1/2))

ŶŶk+1/2k+1/2



Solver ConsiderationsSolver Considerations

•• Stability regions based on eigenvalues and stepStability regions based on eigenvalues and step--

sizesize

•• Predictor algorithms depend on previous Predictor algorithms depend on previous 

derivatives so use Euler for startup step if derivatives so use Euler for startup step if 

discontinuitiesdiscontinuities

•• MultiMulti--rate simulationsrate simulations
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Error EstimatesError Estimates

Error measures in numerical integration are Error measures in numerical integration are 
difficult to develop, partly due to the propagation difficult to develop, partly due to the propagation 
of errors from step to step; however, error of errors from step to step; however, error 
estimates have been derived for comparing the estimates have been derived for comparing the 
performance of integration methods.  These error performance of integration methods.  These error 
estimates include:estimates include:

•• Error estimates of local and global errors (direct Error estimates of local and global errors (direct 
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•• Error estimates of local and global errors (direct Error estimates of local and global errors (direct 

quantifications of roundquantifications of round--off and truncation errors made off and truncation errors made 

over the integration interval)over the integration interval)

•• Error estimates that incorporate the dynamics of the Error estimates that incorporate the dynamics of the 

linearized system model (characteristic root errors, linearized system model (characteristic root errors, 

transfer function errors, phase shift errors, etc.)transfer function errors, phase shift errors, etc.)



Quantifying Dynamic ErrorsQuantifying Dynamic Errors

•• Error in simulations due to Error in simulations due to 
–– finite integration step finite integration step 
–– sample & update ratessample & update rates
–– latencieslatencies

•• Common methods Common methods 
–– compare realcompare real--time simulation outputs with accurate offtime simulation outputs with accurate off--line resultsline results
–– decrease the integration stepdecrease the integration step--size by half and compare size by half and compare 

•• OnOn--line calculation of dynamic errorline calculation of dynamic error
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•• OnOn--line calculation of dynamic errorline calculation of dynamic error
–– R.M. Howe, “A New Method for OnR.M. Howe, “A New Method for On--line Measurement of Dynamic line Measurement of Dynamic 

Errors in RealErrors in Real--time Simulation,” ADIUS 1997time Simulation,” ADIUS 1997



MultiMulti--rate Simulationrate Simulation
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MultiMulti--rate Simulationrate Simulation



What you will learnWhat you will learn

•• Why we need to consider itWhy we need to consider it

•• What are the main groups of methodsWhat are the main groups of methods

•• The multiThe multi--rate Filtering/extrapolation methodsrate Filtering/extrapolation methods
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•• Some other multiSome other multi--rate methodsrate methods



MotivationMotivation

•• Problem: RealProblem: Real--time simulation of complex multitime simulation of complex multi--

physics systems is a large problemphysics systems is a large problem

•• Three main reasons why the direct approach Three main reasons why the direct approach 

can become inefficientcan become inefficient
–– sparse matrix solution time grows supersparse matrix solution time grows super--linearly with the size of linearly with the size of 

the problemthe problem

for large differential equation systems, the state variables for large differential equation systems, the state variables 
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–– for large differential equation systems, the state variables for large differential equation systems, the state variables 

normally change at very different ratesnormally change at very different rates

–– Systems may include stiff and nonSystems may include stiff and non--stiff modelsstiff models

•• More efficient strategyMore efficient strategy
–– Partition the system under testPartition the system under test

–– Use a different multiUse a different multi--rate method in each part rate method in each part 



Current stateCurrent state

•• During the last decades, many partitioning and During the last decades, many partitioning and 

multimulti--rate methods have been proposed and rate methods have been proposed and 

widely used for offline simulationwidely used for offline simulation

•• RealReal--time requirements add more complexitytime requirements add more complexity
–– Time must advance in fixed steps (no variable time step)Time must advance in fixed steps (no variable time step)

–– All calculations in any time step must be completed before the All calculations in any time step must be completed before the 

start of the next time step (the simulation can’t go back in time)start of the next time step (the simulation can’t go back in time)
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start of the next time step (the simulation can’t go back in time)start of the next time step (the simulation can’t go back in time)

•• In the last five years, partitioning and multiIn the last five years, partitioning and multi--rate rate 

methods have attracted new attention from methods have attracted new attention from 

academia and industryacademia and industry



Partitioning strategiesPartitioning strategies

•• SubSub--systems can be partitioned at:systems can be partitioned at:
–– physical levelphysical level

–– equation levelequation level

•• Most commercial realMost commercial real--time simulators partition time simulators partition 

at system levelat system level
–– Manual partitioning done by the userManual partitioning done by the user

–– Assisted or not by the simulatorAssisted or not by the simulator
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–– Assisted or not by the simulatorAssisted or not by the simulator

•• Automatic partitioning still not widely usedAutomatic partitioning still not widely used
–– Stiff versus nonStiff versus non--stiff equationsstiff equations

–– Slower versus higher dynamicsSlower versus higher dynamics

–– Linear versus non linear subLinear versus non linear sub--systemssystems



Research directions in the last decadesResearch directions in the last decades

•• MultiMulti--method schemesmethod schemes
–– Used for systems containing both nonUsed for systems containing both non--stiff and stiff partsstiff and stiff parts

–– The partitioning is done on the level of the discretization schemeThe partitioning is done on the level of the discretization scheme

–– An explicit scheme is used for the nonAn explicit scheme is used for the non--stiff parts, and an implicit stiff parts, and an implicit 

method for the stiff onesmethod for the stiff ones

•• MultiMulti--order schemesorder schemes
–– Used for nonUsed for non--stiff problems onlystiff problems only

–– The same explicit method, and the same step size, is used for all partsThe same explicit method, and the same step size, is used for all parts

–– But the order of the method is chosen according to the activity level of But the order of the method is chosen according to the activity level of 
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–– But the order of the method is chosen according to the activity level of But the order of the method is chosen according to the activity level of 

the subsystemthe subsystem

•• MultiMulti--rate schemesrate schemes
–– Used for both stiff and nonUsed for both stiff and non--stiff problemsstiff problems

–– The same (implicit or explicit method), with the same order, is applied The same (implicit or explicit method), with the same order, is applied 

to all subsystemsto all subsystems

–– But the step size is chosen according to the activity levelBut the step size is chosen according to the activity level

•• Presently, the majority of research and development is Presently, the majority of research and development is 

done on multidone on multi--rate methodsrate methods



MultiMulti--rate schemerate scheme

•• Basic idea of multiBasic idea of multi--rate methodsrate methods
–– Most systems are formed by subMost systems are formed by sub--systems with very different dynamicssystems with very different dynamics

–– Partition the system according to those dynamicsPartition the system according to those dynamics

–– Simulate each subSimulate each sub--system using the most appropriate time stepsystem using the most appropriate time step

Power converter partition examplePower converter partition exampleTypical dynamics of some subTypical dynamics of some sub--systemssystems
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Filtering/extrapolation methodsFiltering/extrapolation methods

•• Consider two subConsider two sub--systems running at a fast (h) and slow systems running at a fast (h) and slow 

(H) frame rate Such that: H = N * h (H) frame rate Such that: H = N * h 
–– They can not immediately exchange informationThey can not immediately exchange information

•• We must decrease (“downsample”) the sample rate from We must decrease (“downsample”) the sample rate from 

the fast subthe fast sub--system to the slow onesystem to the slow one
–– Otherwise, the sampled value of the rapidly changing signals from the Otherwise, the sampled value of the rapidly changing signals from the 

fast subfast sub--system can become very unpredictablesystem can become very unpredictable
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•• Increase (“upsample”) data sample rate from the slow Increase (“upsample”) data sample rate from the slow 

subsub--system to the fast onesystem to the fast one

•• Decide which one should be done first: down or up Decide which one should be done first: down or up 

samplingsampling

•• And ensure the two parallel simulations are kept And ensure the two parallel simulations are kept 

synchronizedsynchronized



Filtering/extrapolation methodsFiltering/extrapolation methods

•• DownsamplingDownsampling
–– Decimation Decimation –– used on multiused on multi--rate digital filter designrate digital filter design

•• For every N samples, keep one and discard the remaining (NFor every N samples, keep one and discard the remaining (N--1)1)

–– Average over the larger time step Average over the larger time step 

–– Low pass filteringLow pass filtering

•• Use linear phase filters to minimize errorUse linear phase filters to minimize error
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•• Use linear phase filters to minimize errorUse linear phase filters to minimize error

•• UpsamplingUpsampling
–– ZeroZero--order holdorder hold

•• y(t) = y(kT), kT <= t < kT+Ty(t) = y(kT), kT <= t < kT+T

–– Extrapolation/InterpolationExtrapolation/Interpolation

•• Linear interpolationLinear interpolation

•• Higher order methodsHigher order methods

•• Need estimate of the derivativesNeed estimate of the derivatives



Filtering/extrapolation methodsFiltering/extrapolation methods

•• Now we need to arrange an appropriate coupling Now we need to arrange an appropriate coupling 

between the fast and the slow partbetween the fast and the slow part

•• Two possibilities existTwo possibilities exist
–– FastestFastest--First methodFirst method

•• The fast subThe fast sub--system is solved by N micro steps of size hsystem is solved by N micro steps of size h

•• The required slow variables are estimated by extrapolation of old valuesThe required slow variables are estimated by extrapolation of old values

•• Then, one macro step of size H is done using the results from the micro Then, one macro step of size H is done using the results from the micro 
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steps at points t = t0 + k*h, k = 0, 1, . . . , Nsteps at points t = t0 + k*h, k = 0, 1, . . . , N--11

–– SlowestSlowest--First methodFirst method

•• The slow subThe slow sub--system is solved by one macro step of size Hsystem is solved by one macro step of size H

•• The required values of the fast variables are extrapolated from old The required values of the fast variables are extrapolated from old 
values of previous stepsvalues of previous steps

•• Then, the N micro steps are done for the fast subThen, the N micro steps are done for the fast sub--system using system using 
interpolated values from the solution of the macro stepinterpolated values from the solution of the macro step



Filtering/extrapolation methodsFiltering/extrapolation methods

•• Both approaches have advantages and disadvantagesBoth approaches have advantages and disadvantages

•• FastestFastest--first methodfirst method
–– In the fastestIn the fastest--first method, the values of the slow subfirst method, the values of the slow sub--systems are systems are 

extrapolated. Because they vary slowly, we expect the extrapolation extrapolated. Because they vary slowly, we expect the extrapolation 

error to be smallerror to be small

–– However, if more fast subHowever, if more fast sub--systems are turned on and start to systems are turned on and start to 

contribute to the slow ones, the extrapolated slow values may be contribute to the slow ones, the extrapolated slow values may be 

inaccurate causing simulation errorinaccurate causing simulation error

•• SlowestSlowest--first methodfirst method
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•• SlowestSlowest--first methodfirst method
–– In the slowestIn the slowest--first method, the fast subfirst method, the fast sub--system variables are system variables are 

extrapolated. Because they vary rapidly we expect a large extrapolated. Because they vary rapidly we expect a large 

extrapolation errorextrapolation error

–– However, the extrapolation error is damped significantly if the coupling However, the extrapolation error is damped significantly if the coupling 

between the fast and the slow subbetween the fast and the slow sub--systems is low, which is often the systems is low, which is often the 

case in applications like electric circuit simulationcase in applications like electric circuit simulation

•• The fastestThe fastest--first method is a better choice for realfirst method is a better choice for real--time time 

simulation since the time step is fixedsimulation since the time step is fixed



Some other methodsSome other methods

•• MultiMulti--rate integration by waveform relaxation (WR)rate integration by waveform relaxation (WR)
–– It was one of the first methods proposed to exploit latency (dormant It was one of the first methods proposed to exploit latency (dormant 

subsystems) [7]subsystems) [7]

•• Basic ideaBasic idea
–– Break a large system into loosely coupled subsystemsBreak a large system into loosely coupled subsystems

–– The behavior of each subsystem is calculated by "guessing" the state The behavior of each subsystem is calculated by "guessing" the state 

of the neighbor subsystemsof the neighbor subsystems

–– The responses for each subsystem are used to improve these The responses for each subsystem are used to improve these 

guesses, and the response is recalculatedguesses, and the response is recalculated
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guesses, and the response is recalculatedguesses, and the response is recalculated

–– This procedure is iterated until the convergence is achievedThis procedure is iterated until the convergence is achieved

•• Disadvantages of the methodDisadvantages of the method
–– The advantage in simulation time due to latency exploitation may be The advantage in simulation time due to latency exploitation may be 

lost if the solution does not converge quicklylost if the solution does not converge quickly

–– Because the number of iterations depend on the solution point, the Because the number of iterations depend on the solution point, the 

solution time can change from one time step to another. Thus, the solution time can change from one time step to another. Thus, the 

technique is not suited for realtechnique is not suited for real--time simulationtime simulation

•• WR method is not used in commercial realWR method is not used in commercial real--time simulatorstime simulators



Some other methodsSome other methods

•• MultiMulti--rate filter bank methods [8]rate filter bank methods [8]
–– Are intended to be primarily used in realAre intended to be primarily used in real--time simulation time simulation 

•• Basic ideaBasic idea
–– Use Use twotwo--channel, maximally decimated filter bankschannel, maximally decimated filter banks to decompose the input to decompose the input 

signals into subsignals into sub--band of frequencies, and later on recover the delayed signal band of frequencies, and later on recover the delayed signal 

from its subfrom its sub--band componentsband components

•• The algorithmThe algorithm
–– The input signal X is filtered by analysis filters H0 (lowThe input signal X is filtered by analysis filters H0 (low--pass) and H1 (highpass) and H1 (high--pass)pass)

–– Their outputs are twoTheir outputs are two--fold decimated (by discarding every even samples). These fold decimated (by discarding every even samples). These 

signals are called the “subsignals are called the “sub--bands”. They have half the sampling rate and, bands”. They have half the sampling rate and, 
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signals are called the “subsignals are called the “sub--bands”. They have half the sampling rate and, bands”. They have half the sampling rate and, 

summed up, contain all of the information required to reconstruct X but without summed up, contain all of the information required to reconstruct X but without 

any redundancyany redundancy

–– The synthesis process first expands the subThe synthesis process first expands the sub--bands by two, placing a zero bands by two, placing a zero 

sample between every pair of input samples. Subsequent filtering by proper G0 sample between every pair of input samples. Subsequent filtering by proper G0 

and G1 yield the delayed version of the inputand G1 yield the delayed version of the input



Dynamic Range ExampleDynamic Range Example

•• An aircraft has slower dynamics in the An aircraft has slower dynamics in the 

mechanical side and higher dynamics in the mechanical side and higher dynamics in the 

controllerscontrollers

Control Loops and actuator dynamicsControl Loops and actuator dynamics
~1 ms~1 msHydraulicsHydraulics
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MechanicalMechanical
~20 ms~20 ms

~1 ms~1 ms

Power systemsPower systems
<1 <1 µµss

HydraulicsHydraulics
--implicitimplicit
--multidimensionalmultidimensional



SummarySummary

•• Complex multiComplex multi--physics systems include subphysics systems include sub--

systems with very different dynamicssystems with very different dynamics

•• Efficient realEfficient real--time simulation of complex multitime simulation of complex multi--

physics systems requiresphysics systems requires
–– PartitioningPartitioning

–– MultiMulti--rate integrationrate integration
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–– MultiMulti--rate integrationrate integration

•• MultiMulti--rate rate filtering/extrapolation methods are filtering/extrapolation methods are 

widely used in the academia and in the industry widely used in the academia and in the industry 

for realfor real--time simulation of complex systemstime simulation of complex systems



HIL Interface CharacteristicsHIL Interface Characteristics
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HIL Interface CharacteristicsHIL Interface Characteristics



What you will learnWhat you will learn

•• Different types of simulatorDifferent types of simulator--hardware interfaceshardware interfaces

•• Effect of the delay on the simulatorEffect of the delay on the simulator--hardware hardware 

interfaceinterface

•• Alternative methods to model the simulatorAlternative methods to model the simulator--

hardware interfacehardware interface
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•• Alternative methods to model the simulatorAlternative methods to model the simulator--

hardware interfacehardware interface

•• How to estimate the stability boundary defined How to estimate the stability boundary defined 

by the decoupling and the simulatorby the decoupling and the simulator--hardware hardware 

interface delaysinterface delays



MotivationMotivation

•• In general, systems are partitioned because one In general, systems are partitioned because one 

of two reasons:of two reasons:
–– Make simulation “less” complex (refer to multiMake simulation “less” complex (refer to multi--rate section)rate section)

–– Interface the simulator to a real hardware or equipment (or, in Interface the simulator to a real hardware or equipment (or, in 

some cases, to another simulator)some cases, to another simulator)

•• Partitioning introduce delays over the interfaces Partitioning introduce delays over the interfaces 

which can:which can:
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which can:which can:
–– Increase simulation errors Increase simulation errors 

–– Or even cause it to become unstableOr even cause it to become unstable

–– It has been vastly reported this time delay is the major concern It has been vastly reported this time delay is the major concern 

for the stability of the simulationfor the stability of the simulation



The SimulatorThe Simulator--Hardware InterfaceHardware Interface

•• DefinitionsDefinitions
–– Basically there are two types of interfacesBasically there are two types of interfaces
–– HIL HIL -- HardwareHardware--inin--thethe--Loop simulation defines a scenario which Loop simulation defines a scenario which 

involves only signal exchange with the equipment under testinvolves only signal exchange with the equipment under test
–– PHIL PHIL -- PowerPower--HardwareHardware--inin--thethe--Loop simulation defines a scenario Loop simulation defines a scenario 

where a simulation environment virtually exchanges power with real where a simulation environment virtually exchanges power with real 
hardwarehardware

•• Components normally found in the simulatorComponents normally found in the simulator--hardware hardware 
interfaceinterface
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interfaceinterface
–– Sensors, voltage and current transformers, power amplifiers, D/A and Sensors, voltage and current transformers, power amplifiers, D/A and 

A/D converters, filters, Digital acquisition boards, etc.A/D converters, filters, Digital acquisition boards, etc.

•• Typically, the simulatorTypically, the simulator--hardware interface delay may hardware interface delay may 
vary from 10 us up to more than 3000 usvary from 10 us up to more than 3000 us

•• Delays related to multiDelays related to multi--rate partitioning are normally rate partitioning are normally 
much smaller (one or two time steps depending on the much smaller (one or two time steps depending on the 
scheduling strategy)scheduling strategy)



The SimulatorThe Simulator--Hardware InterfaceHardware Interface

•• HIL HIL -- HardwareHardware--inin--thethe--LoopLoop
–– Traditional use for realTraditional use for real--time simulatorstime simulators

–– Involves only lowInvolves only low--level signal coupling between the simulator and the level signal coupling between the simulator and the 

hardware under test (such as control signals for digital logic or servohardware under test (such as control signals for digital logic or servo--

control applications)control applications)

–– Ex.: small voltages and/or currentsEx.: small voltages and/or currents

•• The main goal of HIL is to test controllers and low level The main goal of HIL is to test controllers and low level 

signal models signal models 

•• The figure below show worse case scenarios for the delayThe figure below show worse case scenarios for the delay
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•• The figure below show worse case scenarios for the delayThe figure below show worse case scenarios for the delay



The SimulatorThe Simulator--Hardware InterfaceHardware Interface

•• PHIL PHIL –– PowerPower--HardwareHardware--inin--thethe--LoopLoop
–– Not only signals, but also Not only signals, but also real power must be exchanged between the real power must be exchanged between the 

simulator and the actual hardware under testsimulator and the actual hardware under test

–– The interface must be able to both deliver and absorb real power The interface must be able to both deliver and absorb real power 

to/from the hardware under testto/from the hardware under test

–– It is a more interesting application of realIt is a more interesting application of real--time simulators, but it is also time simulators, but it is also 

more challenging than HILmore challenging than HIL

•• The main goal is to test real power components (Ex.: RLThe main goal is to test real power components (Ex.: RL--

load, induction motor, generator, power converter, etc.)load, induction motor, generator, power converter, etc.)
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load, induction motor, generator, power converter, etc.)load, induction motor, generator, power converter, etc.)



The SimulatorThe Simulator--Hardware Interface Models Hardware Interface Models 

•• Simulation accuracy (and also its stability) is Simulation accuracy (and also its stability) is 

highly dependent on the scheme used to model highly dependent on the scheme used to model 

the interfacesthe interfaces

•• Sources of inaccuracySources of inaccuracy
–– Time delay (sampling + phase shift in the CT/PT + etc.)Time delay (sampling + phase shift in the CT/PT + etc.)

–– Limited bandwidth of the sensors and amplifiersLimited bandwidth of the sensors and amplifiers

Harmonic injections of the interface amplifierHarmonic injections of the interface amplifier
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–– Harmonic injections of the interface amplifierHarmonic injections of the interface amplifier

–– “burst” behaviour of the ADC and DAC converters“burst” behaviour of the ADC and DAC converters

•• Many methods have been proposed in the Many methods have been proposed in the 

literatureliterature
–– Traditional Approach Interface ModelTraditional Approach Interface Model

–– The Bergeron Travelling Wave ModelsThe Bergeron Travelling Wave Models

–– The FirstThe First--Order Compensation Interface ModelOrder Compensation Interface Model

–– Inductance Based Interface ModelInductance Based Interface Model



Traditional Interface ModelTraditional Interface Model

•• Also known as VoltageAlso known as Voltage--Current Interface Current Interface 

Model or Ideal Transformer Model [4]Model or Ideal Transformer Model [4]
–– Easy to implementEasy to implement

•• Issue is how to ensure stabilityIssue is how to ensure stability

–– Open loop gainOpen loop gain

•• V feedback:V feedback:

•• I feedback:I feedback:

sS
OL V

L

Z
G A e

Z

τ−= − ⋅ ⋅

sL
OL I

S

Z
G A e

Z

τ−= − ⋅ ⋅
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–– Closed loop gain V1 Closed loop gain V1 --> V2> V2

–– Stability condition (V feedback)Stability condition (V feedback)

•• All poles in the LHSAll poles in the LHS

•• If ZIf ZSS/Z/ZLL > 1 > 1 ��instabilityinstability

•• Note the effect of the delayNote the effect of the delay

1, 2 , 1
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Bergeron Travelling Wave ModelsBergeron Travelling Wave Models

•• Also called Transmission Line Model (TLM) [4]Also called Transmission Line Model (TLM) [4]
–– Basic idea: realize partitioning over existing transmission linesBasic idea: realize partitioning over existing transmission lines

–– Three different implementationsThree different implementations

•• Frequency Dependant Line Model, Bergeron Line Model, and Lossless Bergeron Frequency Dependant Line Model, Bergeron Line Model, and Lossless Bergeron 
Line ModelLine Model

•• Requires the transmission line length to correspond to at least oneRequires the transmission line length to correspond to at least one time delay to time delay to 
improve accuracy (some implementations require at least 2 time step delays)improve accuracy (some implementations require at least 2 time step delays)

•• Exchange voltages/currents at the end of every transmission line related delayExchange voltages/currents at the end of every transmission line related delay

•• Issue: modeling resistance Rlk introduces losses which may be unacceptableIssue: modeling resistance Rlk introduces losses which may be unacceptable
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•• Issue: modeling resistance Rlk introduces losses which may be unacceptableIssue: modeling resistance Rlk introduces losses which may be unacceptable
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VoltageVoltage--Voltage ModelVoltage Model

•• Also called Partial Circuit Duplication Method [4]Also called Partial Circuit Duplication Method [4]
–– Basic idea: duplicate the link component between both circuits on Basic idea: duplicate the link component between both circuits on 

each partitioned subsystem and use relaxation technique to calculate each partitioned subsystem and use relaxation technique to calculate 

the interface variablesthe interface variables

•• The method is easy to implementThe method is easy to implement

•• It can achieve higher stability than the ideal transformer method for resistive It can achieve higher stability than the ideal transformer method for resistive 
systems (because it is easier to ensure Gsystems (because it is easier to ensure GOLOL < 1)< 1)

•• Requires many iterations to improve accuracy Requires many iterations to improve accuracy �� not good for realnot good for real--timetime
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FirstFirst--Order Compensation ModelOrder Compensation Model

•• It is also known as It is also known as TimeTime--variant Firstvariant First--order Approximationorder Approximation
–– Proposed by Wu et al. [5]Proposed by Wu et al. [5]

–– The basic idea is to approximate the HUT by a firstThe basic idea is to approximate the HUT by a first--order linear system order linear system 

(RL or RC topologies) and use it as a predictor(RL or RC topologies) and use it as a predictor

–– For example, assume an RL implementation (RC is similar)For example, assume an RL implementation (RC is similar)

•• First order HUT:First order HUT:

•• Apply trapezoidal discretizationApply trapezoidal discretization

2
2 2

di
a i b v

dt
= ⋅ + ⋅
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•• Apply trapezoidal discretizationApply trapezoidal discretization

•• Solve for the coefficientsSolve for the coefficients

•• Limitations of the methodLimitations of the method

–– The matrix formulation above can easily become ill conditionedThe matrix formulation above can easily become ill conditioned

–– It is also extremely sensitive to sensor noiseIt is also extremely sensitive to sensor noise

–– PredictorPredictor--based methods can lead to instabilitiesbased methods can lead to instabilities

2 1 2

2 1
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( ) ( 1)eq eq
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•• As we have seen, delays over the simulatorAs we have seen, delays over the simulator--

hardware interfaces are a major source of errorshardware interfaces are a major source of errors

•• The previous methods can reduce the instability The previous methods can reduce the instability 

but can not completely eliminate itbut can not completely eliminate it

•• Similarly to the HIL and PHIL interface, the Similarly to the HIL and PHIL interface, the 

Delay Related Stability AnalysisDelay Related Stability Analysis
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•• Similarly to the HIL and PHIL interface, the Similarly to the HIL and PHIL interface, the 

partitioning required by some multipartitioning required by some multi--rate rate 

simulation methods can also cause instabilitysimulation methods can also cause instability

•• CONCLUSION: We need methods to predict the CONCLUSION: We need methods to predict the 

limit of stability related to the delay on the limit of stability related to the delay on the 

interfacesinterfaces



Delay Related Stability AnalysisDelay Related Stability Analysis

•• Traditional MethodsTraditional Methods
–– Bode PlotBode Plot

–– Padé approximation of the exponential exp(Padé approximation of the exponential exp(--sT) termsT) term

–– ZZ--transform methodstransform methods

•• All these methods are based on the ODE mathematical All these methods are based on the ODE mathematical 

frameworkframework
–– Exp(Exp(--sT) is highly non linear and causes sT) is highly non linear and causes a phase decreasing when the a phase decreasing when the 

frequency increasesfrequency increases
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frequency increasesfrequency increases

•• We would like to be able to answer the following We would like to be able to answer the following 

questions:questions:
–– What is the maximum delay which guarantees the stability of the What is the maximum delay which guarantees the stability of the 

partitioned system under these scenarios:partitioned system under these scenarios:

•• i) commensurate delays (the ratio between any two delays is rational)?i) commensurate delays (the ratio between any two delays is rational)?

•• Ii) Time varying delays? Ii) Time varying delays? 

•• iii) Multiple delays?iii) Multiple delays?

•• Iv) Iv) delay dependent and delay independent stability delay dependent and delay independent stability 



Delay Related Stability AnalysisDelay Related Stability Analysis

•• We will discuss these questions tomorrowWe will discuss these questions tomorrow
–– ““Study of the Stability of Transient Simulation of Power Study of the Stability of Transient Simulation of Power 

Systems: A New Approach Based on Delay Differential Systems: A New Approach Based on Delay Differential 

Equations Theory” [6]Equations Theory” [6]

•• The proposed method allow us to determine:The proposed method allow us to determine:
–– The delay dependent and delay independent stability conditionsThe delay dependent and delay independent stability conditions
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–– The maximum delay bound to guarantee stabilityThe maximum delay bound to guarantee stability

–– For partitioned systems with any number of commensurate For partitioned systems with any number of commensurate 

delaysdelays



SummarySummary

•• The delay over the interfaces (partitioning or The delay over the interfaces (partitioning or 
simulatorsimulator--hardware interface) can cause the hardware interface) can cause the 
simulation to become unstablesimulation to become unstable

•• Many interface models have been proposed to Many interface models have been proposed to 
increase the stabilityincrease the stability
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•• But, at this time, no method can completely But, at this time, no method can completely 
eliminate the instability for any interface eliminate the instability for any interface 
conditioncondition

•• We have proposed a new method, based on DDE We have proposed a new method, based on DDE 
framework, to predict the maximum delay framework, to predict the maximum delay 
causing the simulation to become unstablecausing the simulation to become unstable



Time SynchronizationTime Synchronization
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Time SynchronizationTime Synchronization



Common Practice: Fixed Integration Time StepCommon Practice: Fixed Integration Time Step

•• Typically realTypically real--time simulation executed with time simulation executed with 

fixed step fixed step 

•• straightstraight--forward as the update rate is equal to forward as the update rate is equal to 

the execution ratethe execution rate

•• the selected integration stepthe selected integration step--size must be at size must be at 

least as large as the longest execution timeleast as large as the longest execution time

•• Other: variableOther: variable--step based on execution time; step based on execution time; 
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•• Other: variableOther: variable--step based on execution time; step based on execution time; 

timetime--tagged data exchanged between tagged data exchanged between 

asynchronous processesasynchronous processes



Synchronization StrategiesSynchronization Strategies

•• Synchronization Synchronization 

between processes or between processes or 

distributed compute distributed compute 

nodes nodes 
–– to ensure coherent datato ensure coherent data
–– remain timeremain time--synchronoussynchronous

•• Synching methods to Synching methods to 

coordinate processescoordinate processes
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•• Synching methods to Synching methods to 

coordinate processescoordinate processes
–– pollingpolling
–– interruptsinterrupts
–– standardized modulated “time code” standardized modulated “time code” 

signals (IRIGsignals (IRIG--B)B) –– 0.1us resolution0.1us resolution

–– architectures are master and architectures are master and 
slaves so that there is a common slaves so that there is a common 
clockclock



High Performance Architectures for HILHigh Performance Architectures for HIL
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High Performance Architectures for HILHigh Performance Architectures for HIL



High Performance SimulationHigh Performance Simulation

“Hyperfast” Simulation“Hyperfast” Simulation

•• Use multiUse multi--core technology core technology 

•• frametimes ~ 10 µsecondsframetimes ~ 10 µseconds

•• offload operator interface offload operator interface 

and dataand data--logging logging 

•• remove RTOS overheadremove RTOS overhead
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Adding FPGAs to SimulatorAdding FPGAs to Simulator

•• FPGAs are finding wide spread use FPGAs are finding wide spread use –– becoming becoming 

the “new” DSP the “new” DSP 

•• HighHigh--performance solutions are possibleperformance solutions are possible
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UltraUltra--High Speed Simulation & ControlHigh Speed Simulation & Control

•• frametimes ≤ 10 µsecond frametimes ≤ 10 µsecond 

threshold with today’s threshold with today’s 

technology require technology require 

another type of another type of 

technology technology 

•• FPGAs are one answerFPGAs are one answer
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FPGA Board for Hardware InterfaceFPGA Board for Hardware Interface

•• Boost converter Boost converter 

application exampleapplication example

•• R.M. Howe HSC 2007R.M. Howe HSC 2007

•• 10 kHz PWM control10 kHz PWM control

•• 1 MHz input sample & 1 MHz input sample & 

average switch time average switch time 

using FPGAusing FPGA
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using FPGAusing FPGA

•• 0.1 MHz frametime0.1 MHz frametime



Distributing the ApplicationDistributing the Application

•• Higher speed Higher speed 

subsystems executed subsystems executed 

on FPGAon FPGA Runtime UtilitiesRuntime Utilities
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FPGA Board ConsiderationsFPGA Board Considerations

•• Gate count, logic cell countGate count, logic cell count

•• Internal FPGA architecture: Xilinx SX x LXInternal FPGA architecture: Xilinx SX x LX
–– Xilinx LX is optimized for logic/gate count (economic)Xilinx LX is optimized for logic/gate count (economic)

–– Xilinx SX is optimized for multiply/accumulate (better for state Xilinx SX is optimized for multiply/accumulate (better for state 

space)space)

•• Onboard standard bus supporting digital/analog Onboard standard bus supporting digital/analog 

acquisition daughter cards acquisition daughter cards 
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acquisition daughter cards acquisition daughter cards 

•• Onboard High speed communication interfaces Onboard High speed communication interfaces 

availableavailable
–– latencylatency

–– bandwidthbandwidth

–– PCIPCI--E for communication to simulator platformE for communication to simulator platform

–– Standard for FPGA to FPGA (very time sensitive) auroraStandard for FPGA to FPGA (very time sensitive) aurora

•• CostCost--effectiveeffective



ChallengesChallenges

•• FPGA Programming efficiently per application FPGA Programming efficiently per application 

•• RapidRapid--prototyping requires the need to do quick prototyping requires the need to do quick 

turn around on an application turn around on an application 

•• Programming Tools?Programming Tools?
–– Efficiency  Efficiency  

–– Operator knowledgeOperator knowledge--level requiredlevel required

•• Available FPGA Board OptionsAvailable FPGA Board Options
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•• Available FPGA Board OptionsAvailable FPGA Board Options
–– Difficult to find a board with efficient IO and open driver access Difficult to find a board with efficient IO and open driver access 



Summary & Strategy for the FutureSummary & Strategy for the Future
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Summary & Strategy for the FutureSummary & Strategy for the Future



Future ArchitectureFuture Architecture

•• Combine multiCombine multi--core core 

PC technology with PC technology with 

FPGA technologyFPGA technology

•• Exploring FPGA Exploring FPGA 

board availability & board availability & 

development with ondevelopment with on--

board IOboard IO
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board IOboard IO

•• highhigh--speed bus speed bus 

interfaceinterface
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LiquidWave Simulation Result #1LiquidWave Simulation Result #1
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LiquidWave Simulation Result #1LiquidWave Simulation Result #1
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LiquidWave Simulation Result #2LiquidWave Simulation Result #2
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LiquidWave Simulation Result #2LiquidWave Simulation Result #2
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Thank you!Thank you!
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Thank you!Thank you!

Questions?Questions?
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